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	sTAFF’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO DUKE
	ENERGY FLORIDA, LLC.  (nOS. 1-40)
	DEFINITIONS
	INTERROGATORIES
	1. Resource Planning. Please refer to  DEF witness Borsch’s testimony page 10, lines 9-13. Please provide the firm summer capacity that DEF is expecting individually from the Hamilton Project and the Columbia Project.
	2. Cost-Effectiveness. Please Refer to DEF witness Stouts’ exhibit MGS-2. For the Hamilton Project please provide separate engineering, procurement and construction costs; development costs including third party development fees, permitting fees and c...
	3. Cost-Effectiveness. Please Refer to DEF witness Stouts’ exhibit MGS-4. For the Columbia Project please provide separate engineering, procurement and construction costs; development costs including third party development fees, permitting fees and c...
	4. Resource Planning. Please provide a table with DEF’s resource plans, including new units, unit retirements, and firm PPAs for the period 2018-2050, for the following scenarios:
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. Hamilton Project only included.
	d. Columbia Project only included.

	5. Resource Planning.  Please provide the reserve margin in percentage of net firm system peak for years 2018 to 2050 for the following scenarios
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. Hamilton Project only included.
	d. Columbia Project only included.

	6. Cost-Effectiveness. For the Hamilton Project only, please provide the annual and cumulative values the period 2018-2050 (in nominal and net present value) for each of the following categories: equipment and installation, incremental fixed O&M, fuel...
	a. Please explain in detail the assumptions used to determine the value of each of the components evaluated in this analysis.
	b. Explain whether DEF’s emissions savings include CO2 emissions. If so, provide a sensitivity analysis without those costs and provide the revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic format.
	c. Please provide a sensitivity of the fuel savings based upon a low fuel price forecast and a high fuel price forecast, with revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic form.

	7. Cost-Effectiveness. For the Columbia Project only, please provide the annual and cumulative values over the period 2018-2050 (in nominal and net present value) for each of the following categories: equipment and installation, incremental fixed O&M,...
	a. Please explain in detail the assumptions used to determine the value of each of the components evaluated in this analysis.
	b. Explain whether DEF’s emissions savings include CO2 emissions. If so, provide a sensitivity analysis without those costs and provide the revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic format.
	c. Please provide a sensitivity of the fuel savings based upon a low fuel price forecast and a high fuel price forecast, with revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic form.

	8. Cost-Effectiveness. For the Combined Projects please provide the annual and cumulative values over the period 2018-2050 (in nominal and net present value) for each of the following categories: equipment and installation, incremental fixed O&M, fuel...
	a. Please explain in detail the assumptions used to determine the value of each of the components evaluated in this analysis.
	b. Explain whether DEF’s emissions savings include CO2 emissions. If so, provide a sensitivity analysis without those costs and provide the revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic format.
	c. Please provide a sensitivity of the fuel savings based upon a low fuel price forecast and a high fuel price forecast, with revised annual and cumulative values for each category in electronic form.

	9. Resource Planning. Please complete the table based on your most recent planning for each of the scenarios listed below for the period 2018 to 2050 and please provide in electronic format.
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. The Hamilton Project Only included.
	d. The Columbia Project Only included.

	10. Cost-Effectiveness. For each of the scenarios listed below provide the avoided fossil fuels (avoided oil barrels, avoided natural gas MMcf, avoided coal short tons) for the years 2018 to 2050. Please explain how calculations were made for each fue...
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. The Hamilton Project Only included.
	d. The Columbia Project Only included

	11. Cost-Effectiveness. For each of the scenarios listed below provide the avoided air emissions (CO2, SO2, NOx) for the period 2018-2050. Please explain how calculations were made fore each emissions type. Please provide the response in tabular elect...
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. The Hamilton Project Only included.
	d. The Columbia Project Only included

	12. Solar Degradation. Please explain how DEF calculates solar degradation.
	a. Please discuss whether or not DEF accounts for solar degradation in cost-effectiveness evaluations. If not, why not?
	b. Please identify the possible causes of solar degradation.

	13. Resource Planning. For each of the scenarios listed below provide the fuel impact as shown in schedules 6.1 and 6.2 of the Ten Year Site Plan. Please provide the response in tabular electronic form in Excel.
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects
	.
	c. The Hamilton Project Only included.
	d. The Columbia Project Only included.

	14. Resource Planning. Please provide the expected annual outputs and capacity factors of the solar facilities listed below for the period 2018-2050 . Provide the response in tabular electronic form in Excel.
	a. The Hamilton Project Only.
	b. The Columbia Project Only.

	15. Bill Impact. For each of the scenarios listed below, please provide an estimate of the monthly residential bill impact ($/1000-kwh-mo) for the period 2018-2050.
	a. Neither Project.
	b. The Combined Projects.
	c. The Hamilton Project Only included.
	d. The Columbia Project Only included.

	16. Please refer to the Direct Testimony of DEF witness Benjamin Borsch, page 8, line 2.
	a. If DEF’s response to the above question is affirmative, please provide details regarding such expense and the anticipated method of cost recovery.
	b. Please identify the sources and dates of all environmental compliance cost related to forecasts DEF used in developing its CPVRR analysis of the proposed two solar projects.
	c. Please discuss DEF’s environmental compliance cost-related forecast methodology. How long approximately has DEF used this same or very similar methodology?
	d. Please provide a detailed explanation of the sensitivity analysis DEF performed, if any, regarding forecasted market prices for CO2 in testing the robustness of the projected cost savings.
	e. Has DEF considered the compliance costs associated with other air emissions such as NOx in its Cost Effectiveness Analysis of its proposed two solar projects? If yes, please provide details; if not, please explain why not.
	e. Please identify the depreciation rates used in calculating the depreciation expenses discussed in Questions (c) and (d), and remark on why these rates are deemed as appropriate.
	f. Please specify the average service life associated with Solar Production Plant and Transmission GSU, respectively, DEF assumed in formulating the depreciation rates discussed in Question (e), and explain why they are appropriate.

	22. Paragraph 10 of the petition states that the proposed Hamilton Project will have an estimated bill increase of $0.46 per month for residential customers who use 1,000 kWh per month. Considering the proposed bill impacts stated above, please discus...
	23. In Paragraph 10 of the petition, DEF requests that the proposed tariff changes of the Hamilton Project, if approved be effective with the first billing cycle of January 2019. Please indicate when the first billing cycle of January 2019 will begin.
	25. Please refer to witness Borsch’s direct testimony, Exhibit BMHB-2, Page 1 of 1.
	a. Please discuss all economic and non-economic assumptions undertaken in development of the Net Energy for Load, Summer Firm Peak, and Winter Firm Peak models. Please detail how these assumptions were built into all three models.
	b. Please detail all changes to model specifications or assumptions used to prepare the 2018 Ten Year Site Plan Net Energy for Load, Winter Firm Peak, and Summer Firm Peak models relative to DEF’s 2017 Ten Year Site Plan specifications and assumptions...
	c. Please identify the source and date of all projected independent variables used to produce fitted values in the Net Energy for Load, Summer Firm Peak, and Winter Firm Peak models.
	d. Please report any differencing or transformations performed on the dependent variables (Net Energy for Load, Summer Firm Peak, Winter Firm Peak) to address non-stationarity of the series mean or the series variance.
	e. Please identify all out of model adjustments to DEF’s Net Energy for Load, Summer Firm Peak, and Winter Firm Peak models and/or forecasts and explain the basis for each.
	 Please specify what factors are driving the relatively large projected 286 MW increase in DEF’s Summer Firm Peak from 2018 to 2019.
	 Please specify what factors are driving the relatively large projected 259 MW increase in DEF’s Winter Firm Peak from 2019 to 2020.
	 Please specify what factors are driving the relatively large projected 485 MW decrease in DEF’s Winter Firm Peak from 2020 to 2021.
	 Please detail the factors driving the significant difference between the historic winter peak  demand for the period 2012-2017 and the forecasted winter peak demand for the period 2018-2027.

	f. On page 8, line 9, witness Borsch indicates that the load forecast was a major assumption underlying the CPVRR analysis of the proposed solar facilities. Please detail how the load forecast is a major piece of the CPVRR analysis.

	34. Please provide the percent error in DEF’s delivered coal price forecasts 3 to 5 years out using data which supported DEF’s 2010 through 2014 Ten Year Site Plans, per the following tables. Please provide an explanation for any forecast error rate i...
	37. At Page 2, Lines 17-20, the witness states that his testimony addresses compliance matters of DEF’s 2017 Second Revised and Restated Settlement. Paragraph 15(c) states, in part, that the Commission’s evaluation includes an analysis regarding “whet...
	39. Please provide a breakdown of the $112,379,000 Solar Production Plant balance for the Hamilton Project (Line 1 of Exhibit MO-1, Page 2 of 4). Include in your response an explanation why this value differs from $113,110,000 Estimated Installed Cost...
	40. Please provide a breakdown of the $108,714,000 Solar Production Plant balance for the Columbia Project (Line 1 of Exhibit MO-1, Page 2 of 4). Include in your response an explanation why this value differs from $109,400,000 Estimated Installed Cost...
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